
“Right from the start we determined to 
build reliability and forward-thinking 
into everything we did.”
Dr Zainal Mohebi





For over seven decades, our organization has flourished 

on fundamental principles that have evolved into a 

corporate doctrine. One that gives me the hope of 

continuous success.

I envisage a future based on a core set of values that 

are derived from principles of trust, commitment and 

self-confidence: the ingredients that make real human 

relationships. Values that are behind our business 

strategy towards achieving our goals, both commercially 

and philosophically. 

It is not the size of our financial capital that is indicative 

of our success: rather it is our credibility in the market, 

achieved through a constant nurturing of relationships. 

This philosophy has instilled a well-ingrained sense 

of dedication and carefully cultivated attitude of 

professionalism amongst our management and their 

team members. 

As an active member of the business community 

involved in the development of the UAE, we at Zainal 

Mohebi Group predict and invent new perspectives 

in the trade. We strive to rediscover internal working 

styles by relentlessly re-examining the quality of 

relationships with our partners. This creates a dynamic 

state of being connected to the pulse of the market and 

society in general.

Holding our heads high, supported by the value system 

that I have inherited from my father, I have a vision that 

our future generations, Inshallah, will be successful.

“The Zainal Mohebi Group, 
established by my father, 
is an extension of three 
generations. From him I 
inherited a way of life.”

Dr Zainal Mohebi, Chairman

“What is indicative of our success 
is our credibility in the market, 
achieved through a constant 
nurturing of relationships.”



Introducing FMCG products into
the Middle East and North Africa

The curve
For our clients and us, it’s important to stay 

ahead of the curve and keep a competitive 

edge by anticipating and responding 

promptly to market needs. We know that 

FMCG logistics can only be truly effective 

when it follows proven methodologies and 

meets the highest possible standards. 

Mohebi Logistics was established in 2007 on 

the foundations of the long-standing Zainal 

Mohebi Group retail experience. Within 

that short time, we’ve invested greatly in 

resources and infrastructure. 

We’ve come a long way. 

Our achievements
 One of the largest vertically integrated 

 supply chain management companies 

 in the Middle East

 Representing over 100 major 

 international brands

 Operating one of the leading truck 

 distribution fleets in the region

 Compliant with the most stringent 

 international standards

Mohebi Logistics sets itself ambitious goals 

for what supply chain management can 

achieve. Because the curve should always 

be ahead of us, not behind us.



“As our chosen provider for our 3PL in the UAE, we 
are pleased with Mohebi Logistics’ quick reactions 
to our needs, flexibility and desire to work to 
high international standards.”
Alan Morgan-George, CEO, ADNH Compass Middle East LLC

Knowing how the system works
The rules and regulations in the Arab world 

can be a challenge to outsiders. Understanding 

them, as well as the factors that can affect 

them, can be a great time-saver.

Using our reputation 
to open doors
The level of trust that we’ve earned within 

the UAE and GCC gives us an advantage in 

assisting clients to discover and benefit from 

new market opportunities surrounding us. 

We’re often proven correct in predicting 

signs of change. 

Paving the way to solid progress
As in other markets, logistics in the MENA 

region is a complex undertaking. Our close 

contacts with government bodies and other 

authorities enable us to find a pragmatic 

solution when barriers or difficulties arise 

and threaten to limit the supply flow. 

These are the components of successful 

and sustained performance.

Working with an Emirati logistics expert

Major FMCG international companies turn 
to Mohebi Logistics because we’re skilled 
in penetrating regional markets.



For over three generations, the Mohebi 
name has been associated with the 
distribution of many of the world’s leading 
brands throughout the Middle East.
Mohebi Logistics is the protégé offspring of a family business with a long 

history of successfully managing multi-faceted businesses in our region. 

We’ve inherited a deep understanding of what drives FMCG success.        

Exceeding expectations
Meeting expectations – let alone exceeding 

them – is both a constant challenge and a 

reward. At its core, it demands a high degree 

of commitment and professionalism. These 

are values that Mohebi Logistics has long 

upheld. Through our passion and quest for 

innovation, we set new standards in supply 

chain management. 

Taking ‘ownership’ 
A strong characteristic of our business is to 

‘take ownership’ by identifying and aligning 

with our clients’ goals. This involves having 

the agility to achieve the right balance 

between product stockholding and market 

demand so that warehousing and transport 

costs can be minimized. 

Embracing broad vistas
Mohebi Logistics is significantly expanding 

its operations, both in the Arab world and 

beyond. Over the next five years we expect 

to triple our total pallet position and to cover 

the entire logistics spectrum by reaching 

retail outlets, restaurants and supermarkets.

Seeking long-term relationships
Our vision with every client is to build 

a long-lasting and trusting relationship. 

This vision is based on the single-minded 

objectives of providing quality, value, 

unsurpassed service and wise management. 

Our declaration to “say what we do and do 

what we say” is a daily commitment towards 

your success. 

“We say what we do and do what we say… It’s that simple.”
Mohammed Mohebi, CEO



We make the process run 
smoother by planning ahead
At the heart of our activities is a 

determination to support and enhance our 

client’s longer-term goals. We believe it is 

this ‘teamwork spirit’ that has contributed 

to us gaining a distinctive presence in 

regional markets.

Securing the best terms
Our scope includes analyzing the ‘macro’ 

picture for you. Our Demand Management 

and Procurement services are geared to 

optimize your supply chain. We will seek 

the best terms by sourcing and comparing 

offerings from suppliers - then negotiate and 

purchase from each supplier on your behalf. 

Monitoring the demand
We offer a full range of Postponement 

Logistics services, where we monitor 

your final retail distribution points to 

ensure that your products are neither 

over-stocked nor under-stocked. 

The ability to reduce stock storage costs 

and obsolescence means that we can 

minimize your variable costs. Inventory 

is not finalized or placed until demand 

is determined by accurate forecasts or 

confirmed orders.

Employing quality people
We employ a loyal and long-serving 

workforce that is accustomed to taking 

charge as well as providing strong 

support between departments. These 

work methods serve to improve operating 

margins and stimulate your long-term 

business growth. They enhance our 

reputation as your reliable top-grade 

supply chain partner.

our values

Going beyond the expected

Top-level FMCG logistics operations involve 
much more than storing and transporting 
products. They include a strong commitment 
to the client’s overall marketing objectives.

Our added value:

Product forecasting specialists

Product sourcing and buying

Freight management experts

Storage systems managers

Retail distribution managers

Land freight experts

Road transport managers

Inventory management specialists

Legal counsel skilled in FMCG issues



In the areas of fast moving consumer goods 

and foods, Mohebi Logistics is equipped 

to provide international companies with 

a complete solution to their needs. We 

undertake all logistics stages from importing 

and customs clearance, to warehousing and 

consolidation, to distribution and delivery. 

We’ve made substantial investments 

in inventory systems, product handling 

technology and especially in our skilled and 

knowledgeable personnel. These are the 

guarantees that your products will reach 

their destinations in perfect condition and 

on time. 

51,000 m2 warehousing space Latest IT systems

3,500 m2 office space

9,000 m2 chilling/cold rooms

Special storage conditions for 
tobacco & pharmaceuticals

Fleet of more than 100 temperature 
controlled delivery trucks

Distribution tracking
78,000 pallet positions Advanced materials 

handling equipmentAs markets in the UAE and surrounding 
countries grow, there’s increasing demand 
for experienced 3PLs who can ensure an 
efficient FMCG supply chain.

Total care of FMCGs 

MOHEBI LOGISTICS JEBEL ALI SITE

Inventory 
Management DeliveryPackaging

Sourcing locally 
and internationally

Storage

Automated 
storage systems

Meeting the highest 

international standards



The power of the Emirates

The total logistics market in the UAE is 
expected to reach $10 billion in 2015, a 
compound average growth rate of 8% for 
every year from 2009*. Mohebi Logistics will 
be a strong contributor towards this growth.

*According to Frost & Sullivan

Dubai Logistics City (DLC)

When fully operational, Dubai Logistics City

(DLC) at Dubai World Central (DWC) will

become a major hub for the entire region.

The vast DWC complex will comprise

140 square kilometers, containing this

multi-modal logistics platform of 21.5

square kilometers.

Through DWC, the Emirate of Dubai

will become the principal strategic gateway

to the Middle East, the Indian sub-continent, 

Africa, South Asia and CIS countries.

Mohebi Logistics at DLC

Mohebi Logistics will be an important 

cornerstone in DLC’s development with 

a 143,000 m² site, new warehouses 

comprising approximately 110,000 pallet 

positions and a state-of-the-art corporate 

headquarters. The entire Zainal Mohebi 

Group will be consolidated under one roof.

Our entry into DLC as a major Emirati 

logistics expert is highly significant. The 

extensive skills, expertise and contacts that 

we contribute will play an important part in 

Dubai’s plans for its future.

DISTRIBUTION
& DELIVERY

IMPORTING 
& CUSTOMS

INVENTORY 
MANAGEMENT

Importing and Customs
Mohebi Logistics can undertake all 

product importing and clearance 

operations from the dockside to 

their arrival in our warehouses. 

We can also work with outside 

clearance agents appointed 

by our customers.

Inventory Management
We provide one of the largest 

and most modern temperature 

controlled warehousing facilities in 

the MENA region. We also maintain 

unique storage conditions for 

specialty products such as tobacco 

and pharmaceuticals.

Distribution and Delivery
Our large fleet of temperature 

controlled delivery trucks are 

equipped with GPRS tracking to 

ensure that we know at all times 

the precise status of delivery 

schedules throughout the UAE.

Mohebi Logistics is one of the largest logistics 
specialists in the UAE, bringing economies of 
scale for ultimate customer benefit. 

Lower logistics costs per unit

H.H. Sheikh Ahmed Bin Saeed Al 
Maktoum, Chairman of Dubai Aviation 
City Corporation (centre right) with 
Mohebi Logistics CEO Mohammed 
Mohebi (centre left), accompanied by 
Rashed Bu Qara’a, Chief Operating 
Officer, Dubai Aviation City Corporation 
(far left) and Khalifa Al Zaffin, 
Executive Chairman, Dubai Aviation 
City Corporation (far right)



“With its transparency and seamless 
operations, Mohebi Logistics is like an 
extension of our storage rooms within 
the Tim Hortons restaurants.” 
Nilesh Ved, Chairman, Apparel Group

Working in harmony
 
Clients working with Mohebi 
Logistics have access to a range 
of logistics-related skills – much 
broader than typically found in 
third-party (3PL) supply chain 
management companies. 

A number of factors contribute to our versatility and 

understanding in handling FMCG logistics. 

As a member of the Zainal Mohebi Group, a Top 100 

UAE company, we can draw on their experience of 

over 80 years in supermarket retail and wholesale 

food distribution. 

In addition, we are part of the Alpha Team, allowing 

us to offer clients a total solution package from 

FMCG agency to passenger transport.

Being a family-owned business means that our staff 

share a high degree of trust and support, leading to 

high efficiency. 

This unique ability to call upon the collective 

expertise within the Team gives Mohebi Logistics 

the opportunity to response more decisively to client 

needs in any logistics situation.

Alpha Team links our 
logistics specialists

Our strategic alliance brings together experts 
specializing in different sectors of the supply 
chain industry. Together they provide clients 
with a comprehensive logistics solution.

Mohebi 
Logistics

Comprehensive 

supply chain 

management 

services covering 

every aspect of 

FMCG warehousing 

and transportation.

Baqer Mohebi 
Establishment

Retail, marketing 

and distribution 

of FMCG products 

to supermarkets 

and institutional 

sectors (over 5,000 

SKUs that include 

Twinings, Kimberly 

Clark, Danone 

and other leading 

names). 

Mohebi Aviation 
(Travel and Tourism)

Provides a 

wide range of 

competitively 

priced niche travel 

related products and 

services including 

airline tickets, hotel 

accommodation, 

car hire, luxury 

cruises and holiday 

packages.

STI Middle East

Provides air and sea 

freight management 

services for large 

volumes of cargo, 

as well as supply 

chain solutions on 

a global basis.

Members of
the Alpha Team



At the centre of the 
UAE logistics hub

Mohebi Logistics is a major 
player in UAE’s logistics 
industry, which is the hub 
for the entire region.



PROVIDING INNOVATIVE FMCG LOGISTICS SOLUTIONS ACROSS THE MIDDLE EAST AND INTO NORTH AFRICA

 



Our offices

Our Jebel Ali facility includes a large 
selection of fully equipped and serviced 
luxury offices covering 3,500 m².

•	 Elegant,	spacious	and	

 well-furnished offices

•	 State-of-the-art	conference	

 and meeting rooms equipped 

 with the latest presentation 

 equipment

•	 Modern,	flexible	secure	IT	and	

 communications infrastructure

•	 On-site	catering	and	

 recreational facilities

•	 Round	the	clock	customer	

 service support 

Situated at the heart of the region’s foremost logistics 

hub, our ultra-modern facilities provide many advantages 

appreciated in the FMCG logistics field:





Mohebi Logistics. P.O. Box 8005 Jafza. South Zone 5 Dubai U.A.E.
Tel. +9714 8865000 info@mohebilogistics.com

www.mohebilogistics.com

The information presented in this brochure is accurate at the time of going to print.


